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Preface: Wilburforce is visiting SCS in Sitka tomorrow, so I’m heading down on the MV Fairweather for a flight-seeing 
loop over the SCUA (Sitka Community Use Area), a Starrigavan tour with USFS, a boat trip with Davey Lubin, discussions 
with SCS/AWL/ACF/Audubon/TU/Wilburforce, and an SCS board potluck. No Ground-truthing mission on this visit.
   

20080917 Sitka triP 

20080917 Fairweather to Sitka

8:16 AM: I’m in my favorite seat on the fast ferry, 
pulling out of Auke Bay for Sitka. It’s on the port side, 
with an electrical outlet for the laptop, a roomy table 
to spread out technotoys, reclining seats, and–best of 
all in my current condition–3 of those seats in a row, 
handy for napping. I got only a couple hours of sleep 
last night and probably won’t be typing for very long.

Although this isn’t a “Ground-truthing” trip in 
the usual sense, I’m bringing the Axim/GPS so that 
we can get some track-linked aerials. If the weather 
cooperates tomorrow, maybe we’ll be able to look at 
some areas of conservation interest such as the Corner 
Bay and False Island timber lands. 

Evening:  It occurred to me that if I could get some 
information on the Hanus Bay ATC (Alternatives to 
Clearcutting) Study, we might be able to fly over the 
experimental units and get some 10-year-post-logging 
photos. Checking with Scott Harris and John Schoen, 
they agreed it should be high priority for our flight 
tomorrow, and we decided to add it to the itinerary. 

Pat Heuer at SRD agreed to meet with me at short 
notice. He gave me a map of the ATC units and some 
post-logging oblique photos. It’s taken me well past 
midnight to georeference the map and prepare an 
ArcPad project for use on the plane tomorrow.  

Pat gave me an August 2000 USFS report (PNW-
GTR-494) outlining the ATC study plan, and a digital 
spreadsheet with some early 
post-treatment results for the 3 
primary sites: Hanus, Portage, 
and Lancaster. He says Mike 
McClellan resurveyed the Hanus 
plots this summer, so we should 
be able to get data on how the 
thinning and gapping have held up 
to wind so far.  

above right: USFS obliques of 
the ATC units, taken 1 year after 
the selective logging.  •  Below: 
1998 (?) orthophoto with units and 
prescriptions: Cntr = unlogged 
control plot; unif = uniform spacing; 
clmp = thinned with uncut patches.  
(PS: Retakes on page 21 & 22)
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20080918 Photo flight

The weather cooperated! The “Rose-effect” prevailed, 
which is pretty impressive, considering next week 
is statistically the rainiest of the year. We took a 
Beaver from Sitka up the outer coast, turning inland 
over White Sulfur Hot Springs, crossing Lisianski 
to Tenakee Inlet, then down to Sitkoh Bay, and 
homeward via Peril Strait. For perhaps a quarter of the 
loop our views were partially obscured by low cloud 
cover, and rain occasionally flecked the windows, but 
otherwise photography conditions were fair to good. 
Many of my shots had window reflections, but I was 
later able to minimize them in Photoshop. 

John Schoen sat up front with the pilot–also named 
John–while Rose and Dave Secord took the middle 
seats. Andrew and I sat in the back. I had the left 
side– frustrating for the first half of the clockwise trip 
(great views of pure water)–but Andrew let me hold 
my camera in front of his face to snap wildly-aimed 
pictures out his starboard-side window. 

Andrew narrated our way northwest out of Sitka. 

In Olga and Neva Straits the cloud ceiling was very 
low, forcing us to stay only a few hundred feet above 
the water. At that point I never dreamed we’d be able 
to fly with good visibility all the way north to Tenakee 
Inlet. But in Salisbury Sound, the clouds dispersed, 
and we had 100-mile+ visibility.

This was my first flight ever up the outer coast of 
Chichagof Island, and it brought back great memories 
of kayaking trips. In the early 1990s when I paddled 
out here, I don’t think I was aware of the central 
role that SCS founders played in the creation of this 
Wilderness. An appropriate way to begin an SCS 
interpretive flight. 

Breakers and foam washed the exposed reefs and 
islands, while protected inner waters only a mile away 
were glassy calm. That’s what makes this archipelago 
such a fantastic kayaking destination.

I was able to link 226 of my photos to the GPS 
track. On the map above, I’ve numbered the shots 
included in this journal. Andrew, Rose, and Dave 
gave me photos of my PDA time from their respective 
cameras, and if they each email me some of their 

010 Breakers on Khaz Peninsula

008 View north to Khaz Head and Baird Islands
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favorite images from the flight, I’ll hopefully be able 
to link those as well. 

As the map shows, our loop was divided pretty 
equally between protected (greens) and timber lands 
(purple). We got to see the best and worst of land 
management in the SCUA. 

Photos 27 and 30 show the Myriad Islands, one of 
my favorite places in the world. In September 1992, 
with Greg Streveler, Hank Lentfer and Steve Merli, I 
spent a month out here. For 2 weeks of that period, we 
lived in a “visqueen shanty” framed with beach logs, 
lit by kerosene lamp, and heated with a “tin-lizzy” 
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020 Baird Islands

030 Gig Pass

wood stove that we’d 
strapped to the deck 
of our double kayak. 
Streveler produced 
a complete plant list 
for the camp-island 
cluster, keyed to 
habitat types on the 
sketch maps I created 
with proportional 
dividers and 
pantograph. This was 
long before the days of 
mini-camp-generators 
and midnight GIS 
sessions.

It would be hard 
to dream up a more 
perfect campsite. 
Before committing, 
we spent several days 
touring the Myriads, 
just making sure we 
picked the ultimate 
home. It had to be 
completely free of 
bear sign because 
we didn’t want to 
string our food every 
night. To be sure no 
night-time visitors (or 
dreams thereof) would 
disturb our sleep, I 
towed a particularly 
stinky sea lion carcass 
off the beach, and 
cast it loose into the 
currents.  

Our cookshack/
poker palace faced 
the open ocean, 
keeping us toasty 
and dry through 
torrential rains and 
even lightning storms 
(rare in Southeast!). 
Our kayak-landing 
beach on the “inside” 
was always mill-pond 
quiet. On calm days 
we could paddle out 
around the bellicose 

Sketch map of kayak 
camp, 199209. Four 
small islands connect by 
sand spits at low tide.
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027 Southern Myriads

White Sisters sea-lion colony, and on stormy days we 
could tuck back into Ogden Passage. Streveler showed 
us how to make fish soup the way the Russians do–
heads and all.  What we couldn’t eat fresh, we dried 
on a rack of monofilament line, constructed around 
the stovepipe. 

Photo 040 looks north over Black Bay to the eerie 
barrens of Whitestripe Mountain. Rose scored the 
quick-repartee of the day when Andrew identified 
the summit as granite. I amended that to karst; on air 
photos you can clearly see the NW-SE trending belt of 
naked marble that–on bedrock maps–runs from White 

040 Black Bay and Whitestripe Mountain

Sulfur highlands all the way down to Patterson Bay. 
Rose instantly replied “Don’t take it for granite.”*

Pilot John next flew us over Portlock Harbor, 
then swung west over the open ocean so we could 
photograph the distant Fairweathers, about 65 miles 
northwest along the outer coast of Glacier Bay NP. 

* Andrew and I were actually both correct–or both wrong, 
depending on how picky you want to be. Visually dominant from the 
sea is the Whitestripe Marble. According to the new Sue Karl geo 
layer it’s: “a long narrow belt of unfossiliferous, massive to thick 
bedded, white to light gray, fine grained marble.” An associated 
strip of sheared diorite–Andrew’s granite–also weaves through the 
summit, forming “extensive sills and dikes within the Whitestripe 
Marble and along the contacts of the Whitestripe Marble & Goon Dip 
Greenstone.” (Goon Dip was Chinese consul at Seattle, died 1936.)    
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Orthophoto of the Black River region 
on outer Chichagof. New USGS bedrock 
geology layer delineates NW-SE-trending 
belts of pale marble and associated 
diorite in the highlands. Green dots show 
Landmark Tree sites, all on alluvial fans 
where tributary streams come off the 
steep hillsides onto flood-plain terraces. 
Another prerequisite is wind protection; 
gales blast the exposed slopes 
throughout the outer coast.

045 View north over Little Bay. North 
Mountain is the pyramid shape on left.

The range culminates in 15,300-foot Mt Fairweather, but our view of 
that summit was blocked by 12,700-foot Mt Crillon.

Turning back inland, we looked down on White Sulfur Hot Springs, 
Mirror Harbor, and Sea Level Slough (058). This the best-known and 
most frequently visited portion of the West Chichagof Wilderness, and 
with good reason. You could spend a week here, paddling into different 
nooks and crannies each day, before beginning to feel you know the 
place. And with the tubs at night, you’re not even roughing it. 

We crossed the Wilderness to Lisianski Inlet via the Goulding 
Lakes chain. Since 1998, I’ve wanted to hike this route. In that year, 
5 Juneau Landmarkers walked southeast down the Lisianski River, 
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048  Outlet of Lisianski Strait. Sam Skaggs calls it the birth canal to the West-Chich 
Wilderness. I was pinned down here for 4 days, just trying to get around the bend to the 
hot springs. Even trollers were staying inside. Distant summits are the Fairweathers.

Clockwise: 058  View south over Sea Level Slough–
favorite for kayakers–into Little Bay. Line of young 
spruce saplings in lower center indicates glacial 
rebound. Uplift rate ~0.2 in/year.  •  059  View east 
to lower Goulding Lakes. A trail runs from Goulding 
Harbor up the left side of the falls. •  Rendezvous of 
Juneau and Sitka Landmarkers on the Lisianski-to-
North Hoonah Sound traverse, April 1998. 

meeting 5 Sitkans who’d come northwest 
from North Hoonah Sound. Three magnificent 
Landmark sites have been established on this 
traverse. The Great Rendezvous was so much 
fun we pledged to make it an annual event, and 
located several other cross-island routes on air 
photos. Of course, since 1998, the Tongass has 
become a progressively less 

carefree home for conservationists. Landmarking morphed 
into Ground-truthing, and our outdoor experiences these 
days are guided less by search for majesty than defense 
of diversity. No regrets–for me anyway. The threats to the 
Southeast forest didn’t begin with Bush; they started around 
1950, the year I was born. What’s 

richard.carstensen@gmail.com  �
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060 Mt Barness

072 Big Chief Mountain, 
siliceous and calcareous 
schist

076 Alluvial fan on Otter 
Lake. On the following 
orthophoto you can see 
how the advance of this 
fan separated Otter from 
Goulding Lake. Alluvium 
derives mostly from the 
same productive parent 
material underlying Big Chief 
Mtn. Looks like the best 
Landmark prospects are in 
the center of the fan. 

changed is our awareness 
of them, and the ability 
to measure, map, and 
counter them, through 
litigation, education and 
collaboration. 

But if we should 
someday schedule 
an anniversary Great 
Rendezvous Hike in the 
carefree Wilderness, there 
are 2 obvious cross-Chich 
candidates. One runs 
from Granite Creek in 
North Hoonah Sound to 
Black Bay (040) on the 
Outside. The other runs 
from Steelhead Creek 
(079) in Lisianski Inlet to 
Goulding Harbor, south 
of White Sulfur. Hot 
Landmarking prospects 
on the latter include the 
Steelhead bottomlands  
and the fan dividing Otter 
from Goulding Lakes. 
They look equally good 
on these oblique aerials, 
but judging from the 
bedrock maps, I’d guess 
that the Steelhead alluvial 
forest–encompassed 
largely by tonalite and 
diorite highlands–is less 
productive than the Otter 
Lake fan, with schist and 
even some carbonates in 

text continues on page 11
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079 View north over 
Steelhead Creek into the 
head of Lisianski Inlet.

above: Orthophoto with our 
route and linked photos over 
Goulding Lakes and Lisianski 
Inlet. Black dotted line 
delineates watersheds. Note 
the very low percentage of 
the landscape with productive 
forest (darker, coarse 
texture) characterizing the 
West Chichagof Wilderness. 
Compare to following aerial 
photos in the timber base, 
pages 12, 21 & 29. 
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086 Soloma Point fan. 
Typical contrast between 
big-spruce alluvium and 
scrub-forest/peatland 
on upland surfaces. This 
is another forest on the 
Landmark Tree “wish list.” 
Headwaters of this creek 
contain bands of carbonates. 

094 View south to the 
mountain headwaters of 
“North Goose Creek,” flowing 
into Goose Flats in Tenakee 
Inlet. Yellow tints are largely 
wilting deer cabbage. (Note 
that you can often tell 
which side of the plane I 
was shooting from by the 
position of the wing or strut. 
This one was on Andrew’s 
right side.)

099 Southeast’s attempt 
at fall color: cottonwood 
on “North Goose Creek.” 
Cottonwood is relatively 
uncommon on the ABC 
Islands, where red alder 
generally replaces it on 
flood plains. Only the most 
active fluvial systems 
support cottonwood. 
That generally means the 
watersheds where Little 
Ice Age influence was 
greatest: large rivers like 
Katlian pouring from still-
glaciated highlands, or 
smaller streams of northern 
Chichagof, close to the “ice 
box” of Glacier Bay.     
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the headwaters. 
Crossing the head of Lisianski Inlet, I 

couldn’t see the river, but photographed 
the small fan that forms Soloma Point 
(086). Soloma means “straw” in Russian. 
This creek comes out of mostly intrusive 
highlands–Cretaceous gabbro and 
hornblende diorite–but passes through 
lenses of Silurian limestone. My oblique 
aerial suggests Landmark potential a short 
distance up the creek in the center of the 
fan. 

The highlands of the Lisianski/
Tenakee Inlet divide–where the 3 great 
peninsulas of Chichagof converge–are 
some of the most rugged on the island. 
Descending, we passed from the largely 
unproductive, Congressionally protected 
Wilderness and LUD 3s (dark green, 
page 3) into the more productive timber 
lands (purple). A connected complex 
of salt marshes at the head of Tenakee 
Inlet is known locally as Goose Flats. 
To my surprise, the creek feeding the 
northwesternmost of these marshes 
(101) had cottonwood trees (099). 
On the Southeast islands, I associate 
cottonwood (and willow) with glaciers, 
or at least plentiful snow-fields in the 
headwaters. Their tiny plumed seeds must 
germinate immediately upon landing on 
exposed flood sediment; this substrate is 
uncommon on most island streams.

In north Goose Flats, we spotted the 
first of 6 or 8 brown bears, and our pilot 
banked for a loop around the estuary. 
After that, it was too cloudy for detours, 
and we headed straight for Crab Bay, 
crossing our fingers it would be clear 
enough to photograph John Schoen’s big 
tree stand. Fortunately the clouds lifted as 
we entered, and on the south side I shot 
the large estuary near the bay mouth (117) 
that was roaded and logged in the 1970s. 
Crab is encompassed by Cretaceous 
intrusives: quartz monzonite to the east, 
and gabbros to the west. I’m surprized 
to find these rocks associated with fairly 

101 North Goose Flats. Low-marsh 
sedges lain down and yellowed; high-
marsh grasses still pale green.  •  112 
Saltery Cove.  •  117 South Crab estuary
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productive forests (compare with spotty forest cover 
on the West Chichagof DOQ, page 9).* Of course, the 
logging to date has been strictly confined to alluvial 
fans, so tightly that this is John Caouette’s favorite 
example of landform-high-grading. Ground-based 
timber inventories make this one of the best-mapped 
watersheds on the Tongass for forest structure. (See 
following sidebar on yellow-cedar.)

Circling the uplift meadows in the bay head at 
low elevation, we looked down on a maze of criss-
crossing bear trails (129). Exiting, I got a photo of the 
unlogged fan through Andrew’s south-side window 
(132). 

Then we came even with the colluvial toe-slope 
forest on the north side (136) where John Schoen 
has taken several folks including Doug Chadwick, 
Amy Gulick, and the Science Cruisers. From his 
description and Matt Kirchhoff’s measurements (9.45 
feet dbh, and 190 feet tall) this is probably one of the 

* See comments in this summer’s journals on apparent range in 
productivity among intrusive rock types in Peril and Tenakee Inlet. 
Much of the 1970s logging on the False Island road system was on 
the same quartz monzonite bedrock underlying Crab Bay.

Tree-size map of Crab 
Bay, with our track and 
linked photos. 

Close-up of Crab Bay 
on 1976 aerial 
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120 One of 3 Crab-Bay fans logged prior 
to roading in 1958 and 59. These were 
tractor-yarding projects, a common practise 
in Tenakee Inlet. Extensive soil disturbance 
resulted in “alder capture,” so effectively that 
even 50 years later the spruces have not 
commonly penetrated the canopy.

132 Unlogged fan near the head of the bay. 
This one probably survived because the 
mudflats made it more difficult to get logs into 
the water. 

129  Bear trails lace the marshy uplift 
meadows in upper Crab estuary

10 largest known trees on the Tongass. 
Very impressive for so far north; it’s at 
even higher latitude than our Chaik Bay 
Landmark site, which ranks #4 out of 76 
measured stands. Another reason it would 
be nice to make a Landmark assessment 
here is the substrate; the big-tree stand is 
on a rather steep colluvial slope. While 
I’ve occasionally come upon 2 or 3 really 
big trees in close proximity on colluvium, 
I rarely find enough of them in an acre 
to merit an LT survey. We have no really 
top-quality colluvial stands among our LT 
sites. 
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John Schoen’s big tree 
in Crab Bay. Amy Gulick 
photo.

136 Location of John’s 
big-tree stand. 

Since I was now on the north side of the plane, in view of 
John’s big-tree stand, he told me to begin shooting the colluvial 
toe-slope forest as we exited. Back home I compared the marked 
orthophoto showing the stand that he’d previously sent me, and 
selected the oblique shot (below) that best shows the stand. I 
believe John’s big tree patch is in the center.  He says there’s 
about 5 acres of superlative forest here. 

As we passed the South Crab estuary again (117) we spotted 
another brown bear, walking the edge of a loop in the stream 
(139) where the creek appears to change its mind about emptying 
into the sea. A recently fallen tree with intact fine branches 
bridges the channel here, no doubt effective at combing the stream 
for wash-down salmon. (PS: Back in Juneau, Bob Armstrong 
showed me a photo he’d taken of a black bear with a large, 
embarrassingly decayed sockeye that had hung up in a beaver 
dam on Steep Creek. The Visitor Center bears are so hard up for 
salmon that this one spent considerable effort excavating the dam 
to extract the fish. Hopefully the Crab Bay brownies have less 
odiferous choices.)

text continues on page 16
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tongass timber inventories: Crab Bay yellow-cedar

Crab Bay is perhaps the most densely sampled 
watershed on the Tongass in terms of ground-based 
stand exams (STEX). At each of the color-coded dots on 
this 1996 orthophoto, cruisers collected information on 
tree species, size, density, and understory composition. 
John Caouette–now with TNC–has assembled the GPS 
points for all available inventories from numerous years 
Tongass-wide and joined them to the STEX data so that 
patterns could be displayed spatially. 

I was curious if there happened to be a STEX point 
near John Schoen’s big tree stand. Checking the nearby 
points for basal area of spruce (all of the giants in John’s 
stand are spruce) I found no high-BA samples. 

So I next coded for basal area of yellow-cedar. On the 
central Tongass, now that large-tree spruce forests have 
either been liquidated or mostly protected in stream and 
coastal buffers, future old-growth logging will largely 
be driven by availability of high-value yellow-cedar. It’s 
critical that we learn more about the distribution, health 
and age-structure of this species, which Paul Hennon’s 
work has shown to be sensitive to climate change. 

Because yellow-cedar is a poor competitor on 
productive sites, its absence (yellow dots, above) is in 
some ways a better indicator of site productivity than 
basal area of Sitka spruce. Note that on steep, well-
drained slopes on the north side of Crab Bay there is 
basically no cedar. Nor has any managed to colonize the 
1950s-era clearcuts on productive alluvial fans, or the 
remaining patch of large-tree flood-plain forest on the 
upper left, which shows as dark, coarse-textured canopy  
along the mainstem of Crab Creek. In fact, there’s not 
a single sample containing yellow-cedar on any of the 

mapped large-tree (LT) forest polygons on this image. 
As for the presence of yellow-cedar (orange and red 

dots), there seems to be no strong aspect preference 
at Crab Bay; it’s found in equal abundance on north- 
and south-facing slopes (in other locations such as the 
Iyouktug and Zarembo we’ve found clear associations 
with south aspect). It seems to do best on gentler 
slopes (dispersed contours), probably gravitating 
to the more poorly drained microsites, not because 
it especially likes them, but because of reduced 
competition from taller-growing spruce and hemlock.

John Caouette’s recent analysis of STEX data for both 
red- and yellow cedar shows a decline in elevation with 
increasing latitude. Redcedar is more sensitive to cold 
winters, and is absent from the ABCs. On the southern 
Tongass, reds tend to trade off with yellows at about 
700 feet elevation. Here on Chichagof, yellow-cedar (a 
timberline species in the lower 48) finally reaches sea-
level. But it also extends up to the elevational limit of 
Productive Old Growth (POG: mapped above in 3 shades 
of green) at about 1400 feet. 

Gordon Chew, a logger at Tenakee, tells me that 
most of the yellow-cedars in his area are relatively 
small. He avoids the larger ones, which tend to be 
cat-faced and heart-rotted, selecting instead the ~13-
inchers. Gordon says the average age of these smaller 
trees is 250 years. I’m intrigued by that possibility, as 
the stump-rings I’ve counted elsewhere show much 
older trees. Could there have been a wave of yellow-
cedar colonization in Tenakee Inlet during the recent 
Little Ice Age? Does that make Gordon’s low-volume 
yellow-cedar logging more sustainable here? 
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139 Bear (white arrow) on south Crab estuary

142 Kadashan mudflats

Continuing east, we passed Kadashan Bay (142) 
and turned into Corner Bay, the first heavily-logged 
watershed on our 250-mile loop. Logging occurred 
here in 3 episodes: 1) A-frame, pre-road coastal 
projects in the early 1960s; 2) initial road-based cuts 
of the prime large-tree spruce forests between 1972 
and 1978, and; 3) more widespread logging between 
1986 and 1995, as the roads expanded up tributaries 

and into adjacent watersheds. The second phase of 
road-based logging targeted mostly the productive 
Silurian sedimentary rock types (sidebar on page 8 of 
my Crab Bay journal, May 2008) that include even 
high-grade carbonates. Only after these best stands 
were high-graded did logging shift onto the less 
productive syenite bedrock (phase 3)

On the first-cut alluvial fans near the beach (145), 
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145 Former Corner Bay 
alder sale (recently 
deleted).

148 “Frog Pond” on the 
Corner Bay road system.

149 View west over Kook 
Lake to Chatham Strait.

red alder subsequently 
overwhelmed most of the 
second growth. The Sitka 
Ranger District recently  
tried to offer an alder YG 
sale here, only to learn 
that Muri Creek was 
shifted into Old-Growth 
Reserve status in the new 
TLMP. SCS supports red 
alder sales–conceptually 
at least–as a way to 
expedite the transition 
from OG to YG logging. 
This May, the Ground-
truthing team surveyed 
the Corner Bay alder sale 
with silviculturalist Pat 
Heuer and others from 
SRD. Unfortunately, 
all that remains of the 
sale are an old-growth 
unit near Frog Pond 
(proposed selective cut) 
and a small salvage unit. 
Presumably this very 
small sale would go to 
someone nearby such as 
Gordon Chew’s TLC Inc. 
in Tenakee. 

We flew south past 
Kook Lake (149), and 
turned upvalley along its 
principle feeder stream, 
crossing a divide and 
emerging about halfway 
between Kadashan and 
Sitkoh estuaries. I’d 
always wanted to see this 
classic lowland corridor 
connecting 2 of the most 
productive estuaries on 
Chichagof Island. At 
one time, Sitkoh Bay 
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Our route through the Kadashan-
Sitkoh corridor. 

150 Wall-to-wall logging on the 
mainstem of “Kook Creek.”

155 Alder capture in 1970s logging 
on the flood plain and toe-slopes 
of upper Sitkoh River. The complex 
mosaic of alder, conifer young-
growth, and remnant old-growth 
patches provides excellent summer 
habitat for many species. The 1949 
alder stand just above the estuary 
has some of the densest bear sign 
concentrations we’ve seen. 

Yes, we lost a lot with the big 
trees of Sitkoh, but I think some 
conservationists go overboard in their 
attempt to paint these cutover valley 
bottoms as unmitigated disasters. To 
conclude that Sitkoh is so damaged 
that we might as well aggregate 
further logging there is irrational. 
No watershed should be treated as 
a sacrifice zone, particularly one 
with the ongoing richness (and hair-
trigger vulnerability) of Sitkoh. 

may have had a finer large-tree 
riparian and colluvial forest than 
Kadashan. In the map at left, turn 
the pink (logged) to darkest green 
(large-tree forest) in your mind’s 
eye. Before logging, it would 
have been possible to walk from 
Sitkoh to Kadashan and almost 
never leave the large-tree forest. 

In spite of logging, Sitkoh 
retains very high fish and wildlife 
values. Although Sitkoh Bay 
(Marxan tier 4, “lowest value”) 
has lost 89% of its large-tree 
forest, it still has more than Ushk 
Bay (tier 1, “highest value”). 
Sitkoh’s productivity is expressed 
not only in forest quality but in 
the estuary, which compared to 
Ushk is much lusher and more 
valuable to bears, migratory 
waterfowl, summering coho, and 
marine fish. This Sitkoh-Ushk 
contrast is a good example of the 
extreme range in productivity 
even within Peril Strait, mostly 
a response to character of the 
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153 View southeast down Sitkoh River. 
Stumps in these clearcuts suggest that at 
one time, large-tree forest comparable to 
the stand in photo 160 extended almost 
the entire 14 miles from Kadashan to 
Sitkoh estuaries. 

160 After landing first at East Sitkoh Lake 
cabin, we taxied over to West Cabin to 
visit the large-tree stand left uncut on the 
outermost 350 feet of the alluvial fan.

161  Skiff on shore marks location of East 
Sitkoh Lake Cabin. The managed stands 
GIS layer shows no logging on this creek, 
which is intriguing, considering the heavy 
growth of alder. Either this is a mapping 
error, or so much sediment came down 
from the unbuffered 1971 cut that alder 
colonized the fresh deposits. Age of the 
trees looks about right for that.  

underlying bedrock. It also illustrates 
the problems with scoring watershed 
values according to models, which are 
limited in the number of parameters 
they can accomodate without turning 
to mush.      

After flying down Sitkoh River we 
landed on Sitkoh Lake for a potty 
break. Pilot John set us down at the 
eastern USFS cabin, rather than the 
western one that Pat Heuer took us to 
this August. At my suggestion, we later 
taxied down to the west cabin to see 
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the big spruces (160) that some unknown hero deleted 
from the 1976 up-fan unit. Then we climbed back into 
the Beaver for the homeward leg down Peril Strait to 
Sitka.

We tried to retake the 1997 Hanus Bay obliques 
(page 1) but this was one of the few portions of our 
250-mile loop with prohibitive cloud cover. We 
managed to squeak through the Catharine-Baranof 
pass into Portage Arm, driven ever lower by the 
descending ceiling. Unfortunately, my photos are 
too low on the slope 
to show much of the 
experimentally thinned 
units. Pilot John made a 
tight turn in the bottleneck 
and re-threaded the pass. 
Whew! 

Having stayed up to 
2 AM last night cross-
referencing the select-cut 
units and creating an 
ArcPad project for the 
Hanus Bay ATC study, 
it was disappointing 
to miss these photos. 
But I don’t regret the 
time processing all the 
information Pat Heuer 
gave me. It deepened my 

interest in learning more about selective logging and 
its aftermath. Selection cuts are the “new face” of 
Tongass old-growth logging, increasingly promoted 
by industry and conservation alike.  But the verdict 
on its “success” may be a long time coming. If, for 
example, we remove 25% of the ancient redcedars 
from units throughout the proposed Logjam sale, and 
these forests mostly unravel on our grandchildrens’ 
storm-watch, in my opinion the experiment failed. 
We’re not designing for 10- or 20-year windfirmness; 

163  View back to Sitkoh estuary on 
our departure from Sitkoh Lake.

175 Dizzying view of the head of 
Portage Arm on our hairpin turn. 
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172 Best shot I could get of unit 3, 75% retention, uniform spacing. 
This unit was thinned in 1997, extending upslope from the 1973 
clearcut. Boundary is just below the cloud line at about 400 feet 
elevation. It appears to me that the edges of the unit have begun to 
unravel in places indicated by arrows. 

Our route and linked photos through the 
Catherine-Baranof pass. Most of these USFS-

rectified orthophotos are from 1996 NASA CIRs. 
But since this one clearly post-dates the 1997 

thinnings, I suspect it’s part of the 1998 follow-
up series that NASA flew to get better imagery in 

areas with 1996 cloud cover. 

but for the lifespans of these “mystery trees” whose 
real birthdates are lost to heartrot, encompassed by 
400 to 700 readable rings in the fluted “rind.”

We don’t know much about blowdown risk 

following selective logging, but the examples we 
can point to so far are anything but reassuring. In my 
view, one of the highest ground-truthing (and air-
truthing) priorities for the next several field seasons) is 
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visits to and overflights of the existing select-cut units 
on as many Ranger Districts as possible.  

Leaving the ATC units, we wrapped around the 
northern coastline of Baranof Island, with views on 
our left of Appleton Cove (178), Nismeni Point (183), 
and Povorotni Point (185). 

On our right (west) side, turning southbound, 
we passed by the mouths of Ushk, Poison and Deep 
Coves. In the early days of Landmarking, before we 
got more “choosey,” we established Landmark sites in 

177 The upper edge of this photo may show part of unit 2 (?-marks). 
Mostly clearcut, with 25% retention, and remaining trees left in clumps, 
apparently out of sight in the clouds, if they still stand. The unit extends 
upslope from the 1975 clearcut. A photo taken immediately after the 
logging is on page 1.

178 View southwest into Appleton Cove, site of Ground-
truthing visits in 2006, 2007, and 2008. The 1990s 
clearcuts were some of the last on the SRD, reflecting 
rise in value of yellow-cedar that drove logging onto 
relatively unproductive upland slopes. The vast majority 
of Peril Strait logging was in bottomland or toeslope 
spruce forest, now mostly buffer-protected.

Deep and Poison Cove. And in 2005, we made a futile 
attempt to find a big-tree acre on the alluvial terraces 
of the south fork in Ushk Bay. Today, we would not 
consider even the best alluvial stands at Deep and 
Poison worthy of Landmark Site status; their trees 
are large only by comparison to the runty “POG” on 
surrounding upland slopes.

Twelve years of Landmark Tree hunting could be 
viewed as a protracted survey of Tongass watershed 
productivity. Granted, most of my hunting has been on 

text continues on page 25
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184 Logged alluvial 
fan at Nismeni Point 
on the extreme 
northern tip of 
Baranof Island. 
Every coastal fan 
in Peril was logged 
in the 1950s or 
60s; the first step 
in high-grading 
of alluvial forests 
before roads were 
extended up the 
stream bottoms. 
Some early fan-
logging was from 
barge-mounted 
A-frame yarders, 
but here at Nismeni 
the stream was cat-
yarded for 7 tenths 
of a mile off the 
photo to the left. 
Literally the entire 
alluvial surface 
was stripped in this 
watershed.  

185 Spit-enclosed 
estuary at Povorotni 
Point, the beginning 
of the Peril Strait 
narrows. Logging is 
less obvious in this 
view, but extended 
even farther 
upstream than at 
Nismeni, in this case 
1.7 miles. The USFS 
roads layer shows 
no logging road 
here; in these early 
alluvial clearcuts, 
the stream itself 
usually served as 
the yarding path.

2004 Google Earth 
image, imported 
into ArcMap and 
overlain with the 
clearcuts layer. 
Smooth grey-
green texture is 
red alder, while the 
coarse-textured, 
darker green forest 
within the clearcut 
is mostly spruce. 
In this otherwise 
very low-productive 
landscape, the half-
century-old spruces 
are probably already 
taller than most of 
the surrounding old 
growth.   
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table: GIS 
measurements and 
estimates of existing 
and original forest 
quality in moderately 
productive (Duffield) 
versus unproductive 
(Ushk/Poison/Deep) 
watersheds (VCU: 
Value Comparison 
Units~=watersheds; 
POG: Productive Old 
Growth). 

tree-size map for 
central Peril Strait. 
Chichagof on left; 
Baranof on right. To 
visualize pre-logging 
extent of large-tree 
forest, turn pink to 
darkest green in your 
mind’s eye. Ushk et 
al are on sterile, pale 
granitics. 
    On Baranof, 
Duffield, Rodman and 
Appleton VCUs are 
on more productive 
Triassic phyllite 
and volcaniclastics.
These VCUs are only 
productive by Peril 
Strait standards. 
On SW Kosciusko, 
for example, I 
estimate that 64% 
of the pre-logging 
project area was in 
large-tree forest. 
That’s 30 times more 
productive than Ushk 
Bay!

clearcut remaining original original total %VCU in %VCU in
watershed acres  LT acres  LT acres1 POG acres2 VCU acres  original LTs  original POG
ushk et al 417 389 806 17053 45807 2% 37%
duffield 2019 40 2059 10291 17439 12% 59%

Productive versus unproductive watersheds

Ground-truthing Ushk Bay’s South Trib in 2005. As on the 
streams of Deep and Poison Cove, the alluvium is pale–almost 
white–granitic cobbles. This rock clearly doesn’t weather into 
fines as readily as other rock types. inset: web download for 
tonalite.

Having walked a good deal of both “colors” in this view, I 
feel that “pink = original dark green” is a fair assumption. 
In fact, it understates the full loss, because remaining dark 
green stands are inferior to most of those that were cut.

Applying that assumption, compare the combined Ushk, 
Poison and Deep Cove VCUs on Chichagof to Duffield, 
Rodman and Appleton on Baranof. The latter are not 
especially productive by Tongass standards, but they 
were the best available in central Peril Strait. They were 
particularly convenient for loggers in the 1960s–when 
over 80% of the logging in this scene took place–because 
the massive and most valuable spruces were almost 

entirely restricted to easily-roaded valley bottoms and 
toeslopes.

In the Ushk-et-al watersheds, early handloggers 
had already stripped the few nice spruces from the 
stream banks and floated them down on high flows. 
Total original extent of large tree forest in these 3 
granitic watersheds was only 2% of the landscape. A 
mere 400 acres of bay-head and colluvial logging in 
Ushk Bay cut that in half. Duffield VCU, in contrast, 
had 2.5 times the original large-tree forest of Ushk et 
al on only a third of the watershed acreage.  

Walking the streams of Ushk, Poison and Deep, 
I’ve been struck by the similarity of their coarse, pale-
cobble beds. I’m not a geologist, and it’s difficult for 
me to make sense of the range of granitic bedrock 
types in Peril Strait, and their corresponding suitability 
to forest growth. But there’s clearly something more 
sterile about the Ushk et al granitics–mapped by Sue 
Karl as granodiorite and tonalite–compared to those of 
Crab Bay/False Island–mapped as quartz monzonite. 
I know my speculations about such subtleties in this 
summer’s False Island journal have raised a few 
eyebrows at SRD, but the tree-size map–for this scale 
at least–doesn’t lie. 

1 Original LT acres = sum of columns 1 and 2. 
2 Original POG = LT, MT, ST and clearcuts.

* Watershed productivity is further 
defined in our essay on TLMP 08.

*
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the richest surficial landforms within each landscape. 
But combining that ground experience with stereo-
interpretation of the upland matrix, you can say a lot 
about the ability of the land to grow big trees, and 
animals associated with them. If you walk a mile up 
the most productive surface of a given watershed and 
don’t see a single impressive spruce–and if hi-res 
3D imagery tells you the surrounding hills are even 
scrubbier–that’s a pretty efficient way to conclude 
you’re in hungry country.* Ushk et al would make a 
fitting addition to the lean-and-lovely West Chichagof 
Wilderness. 

On the homeward leg of our SCUA-tour, I asked if we 
could slip into Fish Bay. This was actually a shortcut 
back to Sitka, because we could then follow Fish 
Creek’s south trib up to the divide with Nakwasina 
Passage. 

This was my first chance to photograph Fish Bay 
estuary from the air, a place that’s played a big role 

* In the case of Ushk, several subsequent Ground-truthing visits to 
proposed upland cutting units have further strengthened our views 
about low productivity in this watershed. There’s lots of yellow-
cedar though, which could make this a suddenly more attractive 
target should SRD get back into the business of old-growth logging. 

in the development of our ideas about watershed 
productivity versus intactness. Although the bay’s 
finest forests were logged to the stream banks in the 
1950s and 60s, and although that logging “created so 
much sediment it changed the shape of estuaries,”* it 
can be surprisingly hard to point to lasting biological 
impacts. I’m not saying they don’t exist; simply that 
science has been slow to demonstrate them. Who were 
the creatures that depended on those giant vanished 
spruces, and therefore declined with logging? Coho, 
almost certainly; less certainly the traditional list of 
large-tree associates: murrelet? marten? creeper? 
Research on these species has been directed more to 
upland than riparian habitats.

The vanished riparian spruce stands were never 
great winter deer habitat to begin with. As for bear, 
those evil roads have half-melted into the alluvium, 
with a little assistance from SRD dynamite. In terms 
of bear food, I’m guessing there’s better fishing for 
pink and chum than before logging, and little if any 
loss of berry production. Maybe–if the Flynn et al 
comparison of nuked vs intact riparian habitats on 

* Durbin, Tongass Pulp Politics, 1999, Oregon State University Press

194 Fish Bay estuary, an intensively altered, yet extraordinarily rich forest/wetland interface. Although sediment 
probably blanketed much of the marsh just after logging, recovery seems to have been rapid. Microhabitat diversity 
is probably higher now. Jack Hodges, who flies waterfowl surveys, points out that lagoons like these are unusual in 
“natural” salt marshes. In the subtidal, of course it could be a different story. I’ve been hearing mixed messages on 

persistance of benthic impacts (sediment, bark, etc) to species like crab. Funding for surveys has been limited.    
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NE Chichagof could be applied here–the improved fishing reaches have 
become more dominated by alpha boars who force females with young 
to commute longer distances to protein. In June 2007, we found prolific 
networks of bear trails, beds and rub trees. The coastal meadow mosaic is 
the largest and finest on northern Baranof.

My gut tells me there has been long-term damage to terrestrial and 
aquatic habitats of Fish Bay. As a long-time advocate for Southeast’s 
great alluvial forest, I wish I could better define it. So far, however, I 
confess my tree-hugging sentiments are more about majesty–about a 
vanishing forest type with special power over the human imagination–
than any demonstrable biological values. When we do come to a better 
understanding of these bottomland impacts, they’ll probably entail less 
hassle to charismatic fish and fauna than to certain insects, spiders, 
epiphytes, hyporheic microorganisms,* and the flux of underground 
energy exchange. These cryptic taxa and invisible trophic pathways are 

two Fish Bay scenes from our 
2007 Ground-truthing visit: 
Seaward end of the raised roadbed 
shown in photo 194. Logs were 
trucked over mudflat to saltwater 
here. Major bear trails follow these 
log-transfer roads that are now too 
entangled by alder for ATVs. Forested 
road dikes divide salt marsh and 
uplift meadow into smaller subunits, 
providing bear, deer and mustelids 
with more intricate interspersion of 
forage and cover than in the original 
marsh. They’ve also created a finer 
mosaic of drainage conditions and 
wetland types, including backwater 
lagoons full of heron-food that are 
relatively uncommon in “natural” 
estuaries.” 

Logged side-channel, about a 
mile upstream from the estuary. 
Eventually the loss of giant spruce 
logs (and tribs blocked by collapsing 
culverts) will reduce carrying capacity 
for overwintering coho. But for now, 
legacy logs are plentiful. Luxuriant 
riparian shrubs include stink currant, 
salmonberry, elderberry, and devil’s 
club–the primary bear foraging 
species. In the foreground there’s 
even some cow parsnip, more typical 
of rich meadows than riparian old-
growth. 

The Fish Bay second-growth 
understory has more stink currant 
than any riparian habitat I can 
remember. I associate this plant with 
especially active flood plains and 
avalanche chutes. It has nearly twice 
the fat content of blueberry, and may 
be the most important fruit for bears 
in the final stages of carbo-loading 
(hyperphagy) prior to denning.

currently of low interest to forest 
advocates and agency decision-
makers. 

It could take 300 years to 
regrow a forest equal in majesty 
to the one we lost here, but to 
my eyes the salt marsh is healed 
and maybe enhanced (194). If 
I’d walked this creek in the early 
1950s, when sap still oozed from 
stumps and sediment still bled 
into the estuary, I might have 
been slower to pose the preceding 
obnoxious question, who were the 
long-term losers? But 50 years 
of self-medication has created 
a striking testament to habitat 

* I had an interesting conversation with fish biologist John Hudson on the Hollis ferry this 
summer. On the one hand, he said, somewhat facetiously, that if you want to create a 
perfect pink salmon spawning channel, log it to the bank. On the other hand, he pointed out 
that big logs in the stream, and related sediment plugs, are the triggers that force diving 
hyporheic flows. Post logging channels, wide, shallow, and lacking debris-induced diversity, 
probably have much-simplified hyporheic dynamics. We may come to consider this the single 
most significant biological impact of logging on alluvial surfaces.   
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resilience. 
Fish Bay 

VCU is an Old 
Growth Reserve, 
the finest example 
on the Tongass 
of administrative 
removal of 
a Productive 
Fragmented 
Watershed (PFW) 
from the former 
timber base. 
Unfortunately, 
TLMP 2008 places 
the large majority of 
PFWs–eg Sitkoh–
back on the block.

  
Heading south 
from Fish Bay, 
we cut across into 
Nakwasina Passage, 
and turned east to 
circle Nakwasina 
estuary, another 

203 Logging induced 
landslide in a 1968 
clearcut on quartz 
diorite. Today, TLMP 
Standards and 
Guidelines prohibit 
logging on slopes 
greater than 72%. 

213 Close-up of 
streamside second 
growth on north 
Halleck Island. 
In the 1942 cut, 
initial alder capture 
caused the spruces 
to come up widely 
separated, avoiding 
the stem exclusion that 
characterizes most 
upland conifer second 
growth. These are full, 
vigorous crowns, yet 
plentiful light reaches 
the understory, and 
the spruce/alder 
mosaic will maintain 
structural diversity 
for at least another 
century of succession.
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216 Alder-captured skid roads in a 1965 clearcut on 
“Rosenburg Creek,” 2 miles west of Nakwasina estuary. 

220 Near-total alder cover in the Nakwasina bottomlands 
indicates a more active flood plain; its prevalence couldn’t 
be due to yarding disturbance alone. Nakwasina may have 
had as much alder as neighboring Katlian, where we visited 
in July this year (20080712sitka.pdf). Hi-res Google Earth 
imagery allowed me to estimate total extent of Katlian 
alder (~950 acres), but those 2005 photos are unavailable 
for Nakwasina.

Bands through the alder on this oblique are explained 
on the following 1976 aerial. Foresters tried to knock back 
the alder with aerial spraying.

of the great salt marshes of northern Baranof.* I’ve 
never been on the ground here, but would like to 
see the marsh, and the legacy of aerial spraying in 
the alder forest. At some time between the 1961 
logging and the 1976 photograph, bands of alder were 
poisoned from the air.    

South from Nakwasina, we flew the length of 
Lisianski Peninsula enclosing Katlian Bay, and then 
dropped back to the Sitka airport. This was one of 
the longest and most fruitful photo-flights I’ve ever 
taken, and I’m grateful to have been invited along 

* 379 acres of combined salt marsh and mudflat, compared to 430 
at Fish Bay. Table on page 13 of 20080712sitka.pdf lists estuary 
sizes for the SCUA
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USFS 1976 aerial of Nakwasina estuary. Parallel 
bands show results of aerial spraying to control 
alder. The inset shows same area 20 years later. 
Strips where alder was briefly suppressed have 
apparently not grown back to conifer as hoped. 

223  View southeast across the isthmus of 
Lisianski Peninsula; Cedar Cove in Katlian Bay 
beyond. Road leads into an unnamed, logged 
watershed between Katlian and Nakwasina.

by Wilburforce and SCS. I hope this photo-
record, and accompanying thoughts–both 
detailed and big-picture–prove useful to all 
involved.  

20080919 South from Sitka 
on Esther G

Today we boated to Redoubt Bay with 
renowned Captain Davey Lubin. It’s been 
ages since I got to hang out with my old 
Discovery Southeast co-naturalist, and it was 
fun to take a cozy back seat to his irrepressible 
enthusiasm. The Sound was too bouncy for 
alcid hunting, so we hugged the cover of the 
southern islands. Although Davey was well 

aware that his passengers included some of the most astute 
public-lands afficionados in America, he kept reminding us, as 
even his most greenhorn guests, that “This is your land!!!” I 
thought that was hilarious. Every time he said it, I got happier.

My unfinished Logjam journal, plus >200 unnamed, 
unprocessed and unlinked photos from yesterday’s flight, was 
a bit too overwhelming for me to contemplate further data 
backlogging. So the GPS stayed home, and I didn’t take a 
single picture. I just relaxed and enjoyed the petrelling and 
grey whaling–no intention of recording any of it. Right on, 
Davey:  My land!
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